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Primary ovarian cancer is responsive to treatment, but chemoresistant recurrent disease ensues in majority of patients.
Recent compelling evidence demonstrates that a specific population of cancer cells, the cancer stem cells, initiates
and sustains tumors. It is therefore possible that this cell population is also responsible for recurrence. We have shown
previously that CD44+/MyD88+ epithelial ovarian cancer stem cells (CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells) are responsible
for tumor initiation. In this study, we demonstrate that this population drives tumor repair following surgery- and
chemotherapy-induced tumor injury. Using in vivo and in vitro models, we also demonstrate that during the process
of tumor repair, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells undergo self-renewal as evidenced by upregulation of stemnessassociated genes. More importantly, we show that a pro-inflammatory microenvironment created by the TLR2-MyD88NFκB pathway supports EOC stem cell-driven repair and self-renewal. Overall, our findings point to a specific cancer
cell population, the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and a specific pro-inflammatory pathway, the TLR2-MyD88-NFκB
pathway, as two of the required players promoting tumor repair, which is associated with enhanced cancer stem cell load.
Identification of these key players is the first step in elucidating the steps necessary to prevent recurrence in EOC patients.

Introduction
Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) continues to be the leading cause of gynecologic cancer deaths in the United States.1,2
Although 80% of patients with primary disease respond to
surgery and chemotherapy, a majority of them eventually present with recurrent disease. These patients inevitably become
refractory to chemotherapy, which results in disease progression
and death. Therefore, identifying the source of recurrence and
understanding the mechanisms involved would have a significant
impact on patient survival.
The standard of treatment for EOC is cytoreductive surgery
followed by taxane- and platinum-based combination chemotherapy.1,3 In patients diagnosed with stage I disease, complete
surgical removal of tumor leads to remission. However, most
patients are diagnosed with advanced-stage disease and maximal
cytoreduction is limited by carcinomatosis.4 For these patients,
optimal cytoreduction or de-bulking is performed followed by
chemotherapy. Unfortunately, this mode of management is not
optimal, and ~85% of patients recur and present with chemoresistant disease.5,6 Successful removal of macroscopic disease makes

a major difference in the outcome of the disease. The median
overall survival and progression-free survival increase from 35.0
to 81.1 mo with complete macroscopic surgical resection.5 The
mechanisms by which residual disease achieves dissemination
and aggressive growth are poorly understood.
Tumor recurrence following surgery and chemotherapy may
parallel normal tissue repair. Normal tissue repair requires an
inflammatory environment, which can enhance removal of dying
cells, prevent death of the surrounding tissue, protect against
pathogens and promote blood flow.7 Restoration of the lost cell
population is sustained by a small group of long-lived cells with
extraordinary expansion potential and pluripotency, including
self-renewal, known as adult stem cells.8 In the tumor microenvironment, the repair process may be sustained by the cancer stem
cells (CSCs).9-12 CSCs or tumor-initiating cells represent a unique
cancer cell population with the capacity to initiate and expand
the heterogeneous nature of the tumor.9,13 The CSC hypothesis
implies that inherently chemoresistant CSCs can persist after
chemotherapy and repopulate the tumor leading to recurrence.
Contrary to the stochastic model of cancer (clonal expansion),
the CSC model holds that tumors are hierarchically organized,
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stem cells and daughter cells is defective in some disease
states such as cancer.
We and others have described the occurrence of
CSCs in EOC tissue samples.16-24 In previous studies,
we demonstrated that CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem
cells have tumor-initiating capacity.16 We isolated and
established CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cell clones
that can rebuild the original tumor in mice (tumorinitiation potential), express stemness markers, give
origin to CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells (differentiation
capacity), serve as tumor vascular progenitors (pleuripotency) and are chemoresistant.14,16,25-27 Our findings
concur with other studies that have shown the existence
of tumor-initiating cells in EOC through the use of different markers, suggestive of the heterogeneity of the
disease.16,19,28-31
Evaluation of CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells
in tumor samples revealed that levels of these cells are
associated with shorter progression-free survival in
EOC patients.27 Moreover, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC
stem cells have a unique phenotype that confers a
high capacity for maintenance of a pro-inflammatory
microenvironment. They possess a constitutively active
NFκB and a functional Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4)
-MyD88- NFκB pathway,16,32 which are absent in
CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells.
TLRs are a family of transmembrane proteins that
recognize and respond to conserve pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs) that are expressed by
microorganisms.33 To date, 10 human TLRs and their
specific ligands have been identified. While individuFigure 1. Tumor injury accelerates tumor growth in vivo. (A) Subcutaneous ovarally TLRs respond to limited ligands, collectively as
ian cancer xenografts were established on both sides of nude mice. Partial tumor
a family TLRs respond to a wide range of PAMPs. In
debulking was performed on the right tumor, and skin was incised on the left side
addition, some TLRs, such as TLR-2, -3 and -4 respond
but the tumor was left untouched. (B) Size of tumor xenografts was measured ex
to endogenous “stress” proteins, such as heat shock provivo at day 24 post-surgery. Note that day 24 post-surgery, partially debulked or
tein 60 (Hsp 60), hyaluronan and fibrinogen.34 These
“wounded” tumor appears larger than the tumor that was not debulked. (C) Graph
of tumor kinetics show accelerated growth in “wounded” tumors compared with
proteins are known to be released as cellular debris folnon-debulked control. Day 0 indicates the measurement immediately preceding
lowing cell injury or cell death.35 TLRs share a common
wounding. (D) Flow cytomety analysis for CD44 was performed on cancer cells
signaling pathway via the adaptor molecule MyD88,
dissociated from the excised tumor xenografts at day 24 post-surgery.
leading to the activation of NFκB and the production of inflammatory cytokines.36 There is mounting
and only some cells have the capacity to self-renew (i.e., maintain evidence that TLR activation plays an important role in cancer
the stem cell pool) and differentiate to create tumor bulk.14
progression and development.37-39 In EOC stem cells, ligation of
The ability of both normal and CSCs to divide and produce TLR4 elicits increased NFκB activity and enhanced secretion of
more stem cells is known as “self-renewal.” It is accomplished pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines.36,39 Interestingly,
by symmetric cell division, which produces two daughter cells this occurs with the chemotherapeutic agent, Paclitaxel, which is
with equivalent stemness capacity, or by asymmetric cell division, a known TLR4 ligand.39
with only one daughter cell maintaining the exact stemness pheIn this study we demonstrate that a functional TLR2 pathnotype and the other daughter acquiring a more differentiated way in CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells plays a relevant role
phenotype. Stem cells can rely either completely on symmetric in tumor repair following injury induced by surgery or chemocell division or on a combination of symmetric and asymmetric therapy. The repair process is associated with self-renewal and,
divisions.15 The balance between these two modes is controlled hence, enrichment of these chemoresistant cancer cells. We demby developmental and environmental signals, which will deter- onstrate that the capacity to promote tumor repair is a specific
mine the appropriate number of stem cells and differentiated property of the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and is absent
daughter cells. The ability to switch between asymmetric and in CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells. Inhibition of the TLR2 pathsymmetric modes of division and maintain the balance between way in EOC stem cells through consequent inhibition of both

NFκB and release of downstream cytokines, inhibits the capacity of cancer stem cells to repair the wound. These data suggest
that TLR2, expressed by EOC stem cells, plays a relevant role in
promoting a pro-inflammatory microenvironment that supports
EOC stem cell-associated tumor repair. This process provides a
unique advantage for tumor renewal and its potential association
with EOC recurrence.

Tumor injury accelerates tumor growth and promotes selfrenewal in cancer stem cells. Several studies have shown that
CSCs represent the cell population that can survive chemotherapy and re-populate the tumor by differentiating into fastdividing progeny.14,40 This implies the significant contribution of
this cell population in the sustenance of the tumor and therefore
tumor recurrence. This also suggests that CSCs should comprise only a very small percentage of the cancer cell population.
Indeed, quantitation of the CSC load in various types of cancer
has shown that CSCs represent a very small percentage of the
tumor bulk (usually < 10%).12 In EOC, however, we previously
reported that recurrent patients could have tumors with more
than 20% CD44+ EOC stem cells.27 Figure S1 shows representative sections of ovarian tumors, with almost 50% CD44+ EOC
stem cells. This suggests that in some patients, recurrence may
be brought about by CSC self-renewal instead of differentiation.
Since therapy has been associated with the enrichment of
CSCs, we hypothesized that tumor injury, induced by either surgery or chemotherapy, may promote EOC stem cell self-renewal.
To test this hypothesis, we first established a “surgery-induced”
tumor injury/repair model using three different clones of
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells isolated from patients with
ovarian cancer, as previously reported.13,16 CD44+/MyD88+
EOC stem cells were injected s.c. into the right and left flanks of
nude mice. Once the tumor reached an average size of 70 mm2,
we surgically removed 50% of the right tumor (designated as
“wound”), thus mimicking partial tumor debulking and residual
disease. A skin incision was performed on the left tumor (designated as “control”), but the tumor was untouched (Fig. 1A).
After 21 d, the “wounded” tumor (right side) was significantly
bigger than the control (left side) (Fig. 1A and B). In addition,
we observed faster growth kinetics on the “wounded” tumor
compared with control (Fig. 1C). Flow cytometry analyses of
dissociated cancer cells from the “wounded” tumors showed an
increase in the number of CD44+ cells (Fig. 1D). The upregulation in CD44+ cells suggests that the repair process following
tumor injury is associated with self-renewal.
We then evaluated whether we will observe the same results
with chemotherapy-induced tumor injury. Thus, we implanted
in nude mice EOC tumors obtained from a patient who failed
first-line chemotherapy. This tumor initially showed a significantly high number of CD44+ cells. Once the implant was established, mice were treated with Paclitaxel (20 mg/kg every 3 d) or
vehicle as control. As shown in Figure 2A, tumors in treated mice
grew faster compared with the control. Furthermore, similar to
that observed with surgical wounding, evaluation of the CD44
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Figure 2. Chemotherapy-induced tumor injury enriches for CD44+/
MyD88+ EOC stem cells. (A) Paclitaxel treatment (20 mg/kg q3d) enhances growth of tumor implants. (B) Enrichment of CD44 positive cells
in tumors from mice treated with Paclitaxel. Tumor implants treated as
in (A) were dissociated at the end of the treatment and the number of
CD44+ cells was determined by flow cytometry. Note the significant
increase in CD44+ cells in the Paclitaxel-treated group.

content at the end of the treatment revealed expansion of the
CD44+ population in the Paclitaxel-treated animals (Fig. 2B).
Taken together, these results show that tumor injury, as a
result of either surgery or chemotherapy, is associated with acceleration of tumor growth and enrichment of CD44+/MyD88+
EOC stem cells.
In vitro wound/repair process is a unique property of the
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells. To determine whether
the tumor repair observed in vivo is an inherent characteristic of the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells, or if it is triggered by the tumor microenvironment, we established an
in vitro wound/repair model using three clones of CD44+/
MyD88+ EOC stem cells that were isolated and characterized
as previously described.13,16,39,41 Following a mechanical scratch
wound, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells are able to repair
in vitro wound in a well-coordinated and organized process
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while the RFP+/CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells remained in
the margin and away from the wounded area (Fig. 3Bii–iv).
We then determined whether the repair process observed
with CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells is a result of cell
proliferation or cell migration. Ki67 expression is only
observed in the nuclei of cells undergoing cell proliferation,
therefore it is an excellent marker to determine whether
the cells are dividing or migrating. Growing cultures of
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells show few Ki67-positive
cells, which is a characteristic of its slow growth rate (Fig.
3Ci). However, in wounded CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem
cell cultures, we observed a significant increase in the number of Ki67-positive cells along the wound edge (Fig. 3Cii,
nuclear green fluorescence). Further evaluation of the wound
edge revealed that almost 90% of the cells were Ki67-positive
(Fig. 3Ciii). Increase in Ki67 positivity was also observed
in areas of the culture away from the wound (Fig. 3Civ)
although significantly less compared with the wound edge.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that the capacity to repair in vitro wound is a specific and unique property
of the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and tumor repair is
indeed driven by this cell population.
In vitro wound/repair process is associated with selfFigure 3. CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells repair in vitro wound. (A) CD44+/
renewal. We previously demonstrated that under specific conMyD88+ EOC stem cells (i) and CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells (ii), were grown to
ditions, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells could differentiate
confluence and “wounded” as described in the “Materials and Methods” secin vitro and in vivo into CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells. During
tion. Note that only CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells repair in vitro wound.
this process, the loss of CD44 is accompanied by loss of stem(B) GFP+/CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and RFP+/ CD44-/MyD88- EOC
ness-associated genes, such as β-catenin, Nanog, Oct-4 and
cells were grown to confluence and wounded (i). Wound healing was
determined by fluorescent microscope at 24 h (ii), 48 h (iii) and 72 h (iv). Note
Sox-2.42-44 Our next objective was to determine whether the
that only GFP+/CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells can repair the wound. (C)
repair process observed above is associated with maintenance
Immunohistochemistry for Ki67 (green staining) was determined in (i) no
of these stemness-associated genes. Thus, using the in vitro
wound control, (ii) wound edge 4 hr after wounding, (iii) wound edge 24 h
wound/repair model, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cell culafter wounding and (iv) in wound back 24 h after wounding. w, wound area.
tures were wounded, and repair was allowed to occur. Once
Note: for wound edge and wound back definitions, please see text.
50% of the wound was repaired, cells from the wound edge
(WE; Fig. S3) were collected. Expression of CD44, Nanog,
(Fig. 3A; Vid. S1). First, the cells formed a defined straight line Oct-4 and Sox-2 were compared between cells from the WE and
to replace the irregular edge of the wound (Vid. S1). Afterwards, cells from a parallel control culture without wound (Fig. S3).
the cells proliferated toward the wound, “repairing” the wound qPCR results show that all genes tested were significantly upreguuntil confluence was reached. Once the wound was repaired, lated in the WE compared with control (Fig. 4A). To validate
the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells showed cell-cell contact these findings, we determined the levels of some of these markers
growth inhibition (Fig. 3Ai). In contrast, CD44-/MyD88- EOC at the protein level. In addition to the cells obtained from the concells, were not able to repair the wound (Fig. 3Aii; Vid S1).
trol and WE cultures, we also included cells from an area distant
To further support the concept that tumor repair is driven to the wound (WB, wound back; Fig. S3). Western blot results
by CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells, we developed an in vitro show that compared with control (no wound), cells from WB and
co-culture model that mimics tumor heterogeneity. We estab- WE have higher levels of Oct-4 and β-catenin (Fig. 4B). CD44
lished clones of GFP labeled CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells expression was detected in all the samples (Fig. 4B). Maintenance
(GFP+ CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells) and clones of RFP of CD44 and upregulation of stemness-associated markers suglabeled CD44-/MyD88-cells (RFP+ CD44-/MyD88- EOC gest that the repair process is associated with self-renewal.
EOC cells). Cells were seeded to yield a confluent culture
TLR2 expression is upregulated during tumor injury in
comprising of 50% GFP+ CD44/MyD88+ EOC stem cells vivo. As mentioned above, TLRs can recognize cellular debris
and 50% RFP+CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells. Afterwards, a released following injury and can therefore contribute to the
mechanical scratch wound was performed (Fig. 3Bi), and the inflammatory process during repair.38 A unique property of
repair process was monitored using fluorescence microscopy. As CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells is the ability to response to
shown in Figure 3B, only GFP+/CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem TLR ligands due to the presence of the adaptor protein, MyD88.
cells were observed to repair the wound. The “healed” wound Indeed, we previously showed that activation of the TLR4is comprised of only GFP+/CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells, MyD88-NFκB pathway in these cells by Paclitaxel treatment
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induce NFκB activation, increased secretion of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, and enhanced cancer cell proliferation.39 Thus, we hypothesized that
the TLR pathway may contribute to tumor repair.
To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the expression of TLRs in the xenograft tumors described in
Figure 1A. TLR2 was found to be highly expressed
in the “wounded” tumors compared with control
(Fig. 5A). Furthermore, when we determined the
expression of TLR2 and MyD88 in the tumors
that were treated with Paclitaxel (shown in Fig. 2A
and B), we found a significant increase in the
expression of both genes in Paclitaxel-treated group
compared with the control (Fig. 5B). These results
suggest the possible involvement of the TLR2MyD88 pathway in tumor repair.
Figure 4. In vitro wound/repair process is associated with CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem
TLR2 activation enhances repair and selfcell self-renewal. (A) Levels of CD44, Nanog, Sox2 and Oct4 were determined by
renewal in EOC stem cells. As shown above, we
qRT-PCR in control cultures (no wound) and in cells from wound edge (WE) 24h after
observed a significant increase in TLR2 in wounded
wounding. (B) Levels of CD44, Oct-4, β-catenin and GAPDH were determined by westand Paclitaxel-treated xenograft tumors compared
ern blot analysis from control cultures (no wound) and from cells isolated from WE and
with controls. Thus, we hypothesize that TLR2
wound back areas. C, control no wound; WE, wound edge; WB, wound back.
may affect wound repair and the self-renewal capacity of CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells. To test this
hypothesis, we used our in vitro wound/repair model. Similar to downstream signaling.45 We observed a significant delay in in
what was observed in vivo, the in vitro wound/repair process is also vitro wound repair in cultures stably expressing TLR2ΔTIR
associated with a significant increase in the expression of TLR2. (Fig. 6). Since MyD88 is required for TLR2 signaling, we also
qPCR results show that compared with control (no wound), cells determined the role of MyD88 in the repair process. EOC stem
from WE have significantly higher levels of TLR2 (74-fold) and cell cultures stably expressing the dominant-negative form of
to a lesser extent, TLR3 (7-fold) and TLR4 (6-fold) (Fig. 5C).
MyD88 (MyD88-dn) also demonstrated a decreased capacity to
To determine the functional significance of TLR2 upregula- repair in vitro wounds. Similarly, PGN was not able to accelertion, in vitro wounds were created, and the repair process was ate the wound/repair process in cells expressing TLR2ΔTIR or
allowed to proceed in the presence or absence of peptidoglycan MyD88-dn (data not shown). Taken together, these results sug(PGN), a TLR2 agonist. We also used lipopolysaccharide (LPS), gest that the observed repair process is at least partially depena TLR4 agonist, to determine specificity. We saw a significant dent on the TLR2-MyD88 pathway.
Tumor repair is associated with a pro-inflammatory microacceleration in wound repair in cultures treated with PGN
compared with no-treatment control (Fig. 5D). In contrast, no environment. Activation of TLR2 leads to signaling through
significant difference in wound repair was observed between no- MyD88 to NFκB (Fig. S4) and results in the upregulation of
treatment control and LPS-treated cultures, suggesting a specific pro-inflammatory cytokines.46,47 To further show that the TLR2MyD88-NFκB pathway is involved in the process of repair and
role of TLR2 in tumor repair (Fig. 5D).
We also determined the effect of TLR2 ligation on the expres- self-renewal we measured the cytokine levels in EOC stem cell
sion levels of CD44 and Nanog during the process of repair. As cultures during the process of repair. Cytokines were measured
shown in Figure 5E, wounded cultures treated with PGN showed from cell lysates and not in culture supernatants to avoid detectenhanced levels of these genes. CD44 was upregulated 40-fold, ing the cytokines that may be potentially released by dying
while Nanog was upregulated more than 2-fold with PGN com- cells. Cytokine levels were compared between cell lysates from
pared with no-treatment control (wound alone). These changes CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cell cultures without wound (conwere not observed in CD44-MyD88- EOC cells treated with trol) and from two sites of wounded cultures, the WE and WB
similar concentration of PGN (data not shown). Taken together, areas. We observed a significant increase in IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1
these results suggest that TLR2 activation can enhance repair and GROα in EOC stem cells as a result of wounding (Fig. 7).
and self-renewal in CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells during the This increase was observed both at WE and WB sites. It should
be noted that cells from WB had higher levels of cytokines than
process of tumor injury.
Inhibition of TLR2 or MyD88 prevents in vitro wound cells from WE suggesting that the release of soluble factors may
repair. To conclusively confirm the role of TLR2 in CD44+/ promote a response from cells away from the wound.
Finally, to evaluate the role of NFκB-mediated inflammaMyD88+ EOC stem cell-associated repair, CD44+/MyD88+
EOC stem cells were transfected with a dominant-negative form tory response on wound repair, in vitro wounds were created,
of TLR2 (TLR2ΔTIR) prior to wounding. TLR2ΔTIR is able and the repair process was allowed to proceed in the presence
to bind TLR2 ligands but lacks the TIR domain required for or absence of the NFκB inhibitor, BAY 11-7082. We observed
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this chemo-resistant cell population and may
partially confer acquired chemo-resistance in
recurrent EOC patients. The pro-inflammatory microenvironment created as a result of
the activation of the TLR2-MyD88-NFκB
pathway is critical to support tumor repair
and EOC stem cell self-renewal, and therefore, blocking this pathway by inhibiting
TLR2, MyD88 and/or NFκB may prevent
both repair and enrichment of the EOC stem
cell population.
In normal conditions, tissues maintain
their original mass and architecture through a
tightly regulated process of tissue remodeling.
During this process, new cells derived from
adult stem cells replace aging or damaged
cells. Stem cells have the capacity to self-renew
and differentiate.15 Self-renewal involves the
ability to form new identical stem cells and
therefore maintenance of the stem cell pool.
On the other hand, differentiation is the ability of a stem cell to give rise to a heterogeneous
progeny of differentiated cells with specialized
function.15 In normal stem cells, mechanisms
that strictly regulate homeostatic control balance self-renewal and differentiation accordFigure 5. TLR2 signaling enhances repair and self-renewal. (A) qRT-PCR analyses for TLR2
ing to genetic or environmental stimuli. Tissue
expression was performed on cancer cells dissociated from the excised tumor fragments
injury is accompanied by the expansion of tisat day 24 post-surgery. *p < 0.05. (B) qRT-PCR analyses for TLR2 expression was performed
on cancer cells dissociated from tumors of animals treated with Paclitaxel as described in
sue specific stem cells through asymmetric cell
Figure 2A. (C) Levels of TLR2, TLR3 and TLR4 were determined by qRT-PCR from control
divisions in order to repair the injury. Once
cultures (no wound) and from cells isolated from wound edge (WE) area 8 hr post-wounding.
the wound is repaired, the stem cell compartData represent the average from three independent experiments, measured in triplicate
ment returns to quiescence. As such, in norand normalized to GAPDH mRNA. (D) Wounded CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cultures were
mal tissues, stem cells are a minority of the
left untreated or treated with 2 μg/ml of PGN or 10 μg/ml of LPS and effect on wound repair
was determined. (E) Levels of CD44 and Nanog were determined by qRT-PCR from wounded
whole organ.48
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells in the presence or absence of PGN.
Similar to normal stem cells, CSCs were
also initially reported to comprise only a
a delay in wound repair in cultures treated with BAY 11-7082 minor portion of the tumor mass. However, our work with
(Fig. 8A). This delay was not associated due to cell death, since EOC showed a wide range of variations in the percentage of
the dose used does not affect cell viability. More importantly, CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells. We have identified multiple
analysis of stemness-associated genes showed a parallel decrease cases wherein these cells comprise more than 50% of the tumor
in the levels of CD44, Nanog and Sox-2 in wounded cultures tissue.27 This suggests that the size of the CSC compartment
that were treated with BAY 11-7082 (Fig. 8B). Likewise, IL-6 can be highly variable, and indicates that the regulation of selfwas significantly decreased in the presence of BAY 11-7082 renewal and homeostatic control are altered in CSCs.
(Fig. S5). Taken together, these data suggest that the TLR2The heterogeneity of cancer cells that comprise a tumor mass
MyD88-NFκB pathway promotes tumor repair and enhances has been described in most solid tumors. In EOC, our group
self-renewal in CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells.
has identified at least two types of EOC cells. CD44+/MyD88+
EOC stem cells possess stemness-associated markers,14,16,27 can
Discussion
initiate tumors in mice,16 can serve as tumor vascular progenitors,13 give origin to CD44-/MyD88- mature EOC16 and cells
We show in this study that in EOC, tumor injury can acceler- with metastatic potential41,49 and are inherently chemoresisate tumor growth, and that the capacity to repair the tumor is tant.14,16 In contrast, CD44-/MyD88- mature EOC represent the
a unique and inherent property of the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC “classical” cancer cells. They have quick doubling time (16 h vs.
stem cells. More importantly, we demonstrate the specific role 56 h for CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells), are terminally difof the TLR2-MyD88-NFκB pathway in enhancing EOC ferentiated and are more chemo-responsive.
stem cell-driven repair and self-renewal during tumor injury.
During the process of tumor progression, tumor expanPromotion of self-renewal in the CSCs leads to enrichment of sion is characterized by the generation of a high number of
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Figure 6. Inhibition of TLR2 or MyD88 activity inhibits repair.
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells were transfected with a dominantnegative form of TLR2 or a dominant-negative form MyD88 prior to
wounding. The effect of blocking TLR2 or MyD88 function on repair is
then determined. Note the significant decrease on wound repair in cells
transfected with TLR2 or MyD88 dominant-negative plasmids. TLR2dn, TLR2-dominant-negative; MyD88-dn, MyD88-dominant-negative.
*p < 0.005.

as two of the required players to orchestrate tumor recurrence
that is associated with enhanced CSC load. Given the inherent
chemoresistant property of the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem
cells, this may explain at least in part the acquisition of chemoresistance observed during EOC recurrence. Taken together, our
results suggest that during surgical debulking or chemotherapy,
cellular debris that are released during the process of injury and
cell death may activate the TLR2-MyD88-NFκB pathway in a
specific cancer cell population, the EOC stem cells, leading to
tumor repair and hence disease recurrence. The identification of
the specific cancer cells responsible and the associated signaling
pathway that is required is a first step in elucidating the steps
necessary to prevent recurrence in EOC patients. Understanding
how these processes are regulated will impact the mode of management for ovarian cancer.
Materials and Methods
Cell cultures and culture conditions. Cells used in these studies were isolated from either ascites or cancer tissue from ovarian cancer patients and grown as previously described.41,56,57 The
experiments described here were performed using three clones of
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and three clones of CD44-/
MyD88- EOC cells.16,27 CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells correspond
to the CD44- component of the cells derived from CD44+
EOC stem cells following in vitro and in vivo differentiation.27
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CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells originated from CD44+/MyD88+
EOC stem cells. This can be achieved by asymmetric cell division, which yields one daughter cell equivalent to the parent cell
and one daughter cell with a more differentiated phenotype.
However, this type of division cannot explain the increase in the
number of CSCs that was observed in EOC patients. Therefore,
it is possible that during the process of tumor recurrence, there
is a unique microenvironment that may promote symmetric
cell division or self-renewal in EOC stem cells, leading to the
production of daughter cells with equivalent stemness potential as the parent CSC. By using in vitro and in vivo models of
mechanical and chemical tumor injury, we have shown that such
microenvironment is pro-inflammatory in nature and occurs as
a result of activation of at least a specific pathway, the TLR2MyD88-NFκB pathway, in a specific cancer cell population, the
CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells.
Inflammation is known to be critical for normal tissue repair
and renewal.50 Cytokines produced at the site of injury can
enhance tissue repair by promoting cell division, angiogenesis
and cell migration.51 The major challenges in understanding
the connection between inflammation and cancer is the identification of triggering events that lead to the inflammatory
response, identification of the source and target of inflammatory signals and understanding how this can contribute to tumor
progression. Thus, the identification of TLR2 as an important
upstream component of the inflammatory response that occurs
and is required during the process of repair and EOC stem
cell self-renewal is critical in future endeavors to prevent EOC
recurrence.
Our findings are in the same line with recent reports linking
TLRs with tumor growth.46 Indeed, a recent study showed that
TLR2 activation promotes breast cancer cell invasiveness and
adhesiveness.52 Moreover, in a melanoma mouse model, TLR2
targeting attenuates pulmonary metastases of tumor, whereas
combining an anti-TLR2 antibody and a cytotoxic agent, gemcitabine, provided a further improvement in the survival of
tumor-bearing mice.53 Remarkably, TLR2 stimulation has been
shown to sense oxidation-associated molecular patterns, providing a key link connecting inflammation, oxidative stress and
innate immunity.46 Our data demonstrating the synergistic effect
of wound-associated injury and PGN on TLR2 expression and
activation provide a rationale for TLR2’s important role in maintaining EOC stem cell self-renewal.
The role of surgery and optimal debulking in EOC patients
has been extensively evaluated.54 Prognosis has been correlated
with the extent of residual disease after primary debulking surgery. It is clear that patients with the least tumor burden after
surgery have the best prognosis, and that prognosis worsens as
the diameter of the residual disease increases.55 Our data provides insights into the molecular mechanism by which residual
disease may promote tumor recurrence and open the possibility
to develop new approaches to prevent tumor repair in patients
with residual disease.
Overall, our present findings point to a specific cancer cell
population, the CD44+/MyD88+ EOC stem cells and a specific
pro-inflammatory pathway, the TLR2-MyD88-NFκB pathway,
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day 24 post-wounding, the tumors were
excised, tumor size was measured ex vivo,
and tumor tissue was taken for enzymatic
tissue digestion to measure CD44 level
by flow cytometry. All in vivo wounding
experiments were performed three times
with at least six animals per group.
To study in vivo chemotherapy
response, we used tumor samples from
patients with ovarian cancer, which
received neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
Subcutaneous tumors were established
by implantation of human ovarian cancer tumor fragments in athymic nude
mice. Specifically, the freshly obtained
gross tumor tissue was placed in a dish
containing cold 10% RPMI 1640 media.
All gross normal and necrotic tissue was
aseptically removed from the tumor surface prior to fragmenting. The tumor was
dissected into 5 × 5 × 5 mm tumor fragments which were placed into a cryovial
containing Matrigel (BD Biosciences) and
allowed to incubate on ice for 10 min prior
to implantation. Mice were anesthetized
using an isoflurane vaporizer, and two
small (1–1.5 cm) incisions were made in
the right and left flanks of the mice. Using
straight forceps, the tumor fragment was
extracted from the Matrigel and inserted
into the incision and located away from
the wound. The incision site was elevated
with forceps and closed using VetBond
(3M). Therapy consisted of Paclitaxel, 20
mg/kg three times a week (q3) for 21 d.
Tumor size was monitored daily.
Figure 7. In vitro wound/repair process upregulates NFκB-mediated pro-inflammatory cytokines.
Reagents.
Mouse
anti-human
Levels of IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1 and GROa were determined from cell lysates obtained from control culGAPDH
antibody
was
purchased
from
tures (no wound) and from cells isolated from wound edge (WE) and wound back (WB) areas using
Sungene Biotech, (Tianjin, China).
xMAP technology.
Mouse anti-human MyD88, rabbit antihuman β-catenin, rabbit anti-human
CD44-/MyD88- EOC cells directly isolated from patient samples and those obtained by differentiation from CD44+/MyD88+ Oct4 antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology.
EOC cells share the same molecular phenotype.16 None of the Mouse-anti-human CD44 antibody was purchased from Novus.
cell cultures used in this study originated from commercially Lipopolysaccharides from Escherihia coli 0111:B4 (LPS) was puravailable cell lines. All patients signed consent forms, and the chased from Sigma. Peptidoglycan S. aureus (PGN) was purchased
use of patient samples was approved under the Yale University’s from InvivoGen. MyD88 siRNA was purchased from Invivogen.
Human Investigations Committee (HIC # 10425).
Immunohistochemistry. Sections (5 μm) were deparaffinized
In vivo model. The Yale University Institutional Animal in Histosolve and rehydrated. Antigen retrieval was performed
Care and Use Committee approved all in vivo studies described. using pre-warmed Target Retrieval Solution in a steamer for 30
Subcutaneous (s.c.) tumors were established in athymic nude mice min. Primary CD44 antibody (1:1,000) was applied to slides
as previously described.16 After 12 d, the tumor sizes were roughly for 20 min at room temperature. CD44 sections were develequivalent, and wounding was performed. On a single mouse, on oped using DAB (Envision Double Stain System). Slides were
the right flank tumor, a small skin incision was made the length of counterstained with Hematoxylin and mounted with Aqueous
the tumor, and a small section of the tumor (50%) was removed. Mounting Medium.
On the left flank tumor, an equivalent skin incision was made, but
Wound/repair assay. Cells (80,000 cells/well) were plated in
the tumor was left intact to serve as a non-wounding control. At a 24-well Image Lock Plate (Essen Bioscience). After 24 h, the
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100% confluent cells were wounded using a semi-manual
wound maker tool. Wound width was calculated by imaging plates using the Incucyte system (Essen Instruments),
during around-the-clock kinetic imaging (Fig. S1).
GFP and RFP lentiviral transduction. To create GFP-expressing CD44+/MyD88+ EOC cells and
RFP-expressing CD44-/MyD88- cells, we used a DNA
GFP or RFP lentiviral vector containing viral packaging signals and regulatory elements to package the DNA
sequence into infectious virions.41 We transduced two
clones of each cell type of ovarian cancer cells with lentiviral particles according to previously published protocols.36 Briefly, 24 h before transduction, cells were grown
in 6-well plates up to 1.6 × 104 cells per well. One–5
μl of viral stock and 2 μl of 4 mgml-1 polybrene were
added to the cells and incubated for 18–20 h at 37°C in
5% CO2-humidified incubator. Twenty-four hours after
transduction, the cells were washed twice in 1× PBS and
maintained in complete growth medium. After expansion in culture for 48 h, the cells were maintained in a
regular growth medium.
Quantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated using
the high pure RNA isolation kit (Roche). One μg of total
RNA isolated from each sample was then used as a template for cDNA synthesis, prepared with a first-strand
cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific). The expression of various transcripts was assessed by real-time PCR
amplification 50°C for 2 min; 95°C for 10 min; (95°C
for 15 sec, 62°C for 45 sec; 40 cycles) with Kapa-Sybr
Fast qPCR mix (Kapa Biosystems), using the CFX96Figure 8. Inhibition of NFκB inhibits repair and self-renewal. (A) CD44+/MyD88+
Real-Time System (Bio-Rad). All primers are designed
EOC stem cells were wounded and repair process determined in the presence of
as exon spanning primers; primer sequences are available
absence of the NFκB inhibitor, BAY 11-7082 (2.5 μM). (B) CD44, Sox2, Nanog expression levels were determined using qRT-PCR from wounded CD44+/MyD88+
upon request. All PCR reactions were performed in tripEOC
stem cells in the presence or absence of BAY 11-7082. *p < 0.05.
licate and validated by the presence of a single peak in
the melt curve analysis. Changes in gene expression were
calculated relative to GAPDH using the 2-ΔCt method.
DNA mixed with X-tremeGENE 9 transfection reagent (Roche
After the quantification procedure, the products were resolved by Applied Science) was overlayed. Wells were wounded 24h
2.5% agarose gel electrophoresis to confirm that the reaction had post-transfection.
amplified DNA fragments of expected size.
Flow cytometry. Flow cytometric analyses were performed as
Ki67 immunocytochemistry. Cells were fixed with 4% para- previously described.16 First, cells were dissociated from tumor
formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature, washed twice tissue using collagenase as previously described.58 Next, pelleted
with PBS and permeabilized with ice-cold 100% methanol for 10 cells were incubated with either FITC-anti CD44 or FITC-anti
min at −20°C. The following steps were performed at room tem- RatIgG2b isotype control (eBioscience). Data was acquired
perature. Ki67 antibody (Vector Labs) was added at a dilution of using BD FACSCalibur and analyzed using Cell Quest Pro (BD
1:500 and incubated for 1 h. Cells were washed with PBS; sec- Bioscience).
Protein preparation. Protein extraction was performed as preondary antibody (anti-rabbit FITC, Vector Labs) was applied at
a 1:500 dilution and incubated for 1 h. Cells were washed twice viously described.57 Briefly, cell pellets were lysed on ice in 1×
with PBS then incubated with Hoechst (1:5,000) for 5 min. phosphate-buffered saline with 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS and freshly
After one PBS wash, slides were mounted with Dako Fluorescent added protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma Chemical) and phenylMounting Medium (Dako), coverslip was applied and slides were methylsulfonyl fluoride (Sigma Chemical). Protein concentration
was determined by BCA Protein Assay (Pierce Biotechnology),
imaged using Volocity software (PerkinElmer).
Transfection of EOC stem cells. Cells were transiently and proteins were stored at −80°C until further use.
SDS-PAGE and western blots. A quantity of 20 μg of each
transfected with a dominant-negative form of MyD88 (pDeNyMyD88) or dominant-negative form of TLR2 (TLR2ΔTIR) protein sample was denatured in sample buffer and subjected to
(InvivoGen). Briefly, 7 × 104 cells were seeded per well of a 12% SDS-PAGE as previously described.57 The following anti24-well Image Lock Plate (Essen Bioscience) and 2 μg of plasmid body dilutions were used: rabbit anti-human β-catenin (1:1,000),
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